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$18.3 Billion 
Current maternity 

market size

$24.5 billion 
Predicted increase 

by year 2025

11% 
Birthrate increase  

for 30’s demographic 

19.2% 
Women in the US pop. 
who exercise everyday 

0 
Sports companies 
offering maternity  

THE MATERNITY MARKET 
Activewear is a hugely underrepresented category & has enormous potential for growth



30 
Peak age of female 
marathon runners

36 
Peak age of female 

triathletes

39 
Peak age of female 

ultra runners

20-35 
Biologically optimal 

for child bearing 

THE athlete 
More women are choosing to start families at the height of their careers 



ATHLETE INSIGHTS
When it comes to performance maternity apparel there are just no good options.

Gwen Jorgensen 
“Size was a major issue for 

 swim suits.I hate two pieces but  
was forced to wear them.”

Julia Webb 
“…started to outgrow any long  
sleeve options (it was winter) so  
I started wearing my husbands…”

Tara Welling 
“Maternity activewear is very hard  
To find.” “I just sized up but then  

nothing ever fits right.”

Sara Gross 
“I wore a belly band but  
there is a lot of room for  

improvement, its very basic ”

Lauren Goss 
“I’m finding that I need  

 a good bra with  
more support”



THE MARKET LANDSCAPE 
Identifying the areas of opportunity



INTENTION 
Invest in yourself.   Exercise is good for the mother & the baby.  High quality, versatile exercise garments that can be worn for  

the entire pregnancy & beyond encourages women to commit to staying active through their pregnancies. 
This collection will provide female athletes with adjustable training garments that will accommodate the body’s growth, 

offer targeted support, solve for thermoregulation & provide comfort & style through all three trimesters & beyond. 

THE PROBLEM 
When it was once considered career ending to have a child, more pro athletes are proving that they can have both a 

successful career & a family.  These high performing mothers need high performing training apparel.  With no athletic 
companies fulfilling those needs  there is an opportunity here.  TRANSITIONS intends to fulfill those needs.



Materials 
Cut down on the waste created by the apparel industry & reduce exposure to toxins & chemicals found in synthetic fabrics

WOOL is the natural choice

Strength & Resilience 

Wool fibers can stretch up to 30% their 
natural length before breaking making 

Them both lightweight & durable

Odor Resistant 

Lanolin, an oil that naturally occurs in 
wool is antibacterial,  reducing the  

growth of odor causing bacteria

Temperature Management 

The structure of wool fibers trap air 
which keeps the wearer warm & 

evaporation keeps the wearer cool

Better For The Planet 

Wool is natural as it is grown by 
sheep which means it is also 
renewable & biodegradable

Sun Protection 

Wool has natural built in sunblock  
that protects from UV & UVB rays 

with an SPF of +30

Moisture Management 

The fibers have an extremely high 
absorbency that pulls moisture to the 

surface while still feeling dry to the touch





SKETCHING IDEATION 
Generating ideas around silhouette



PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT 
Draping on a dress form and fitting on pregnant athlete to validate the concept of a garment that fits through all stages of pregnancy. 

Swimming RecoveryCycling Running/Walking



































Women’s rowing Anthropometric Hand Research for Glove Design



THE PROBLEM Protecting the hands, while not losing connection or control

TWO HANDS: Two different actions, while one feathers the other steadies the oar.
THE ELEMENTS: Water, wind, cold, heat, sweat make the environment unpredictable.

THE ACTION: “A featherlight pressure down on the handle and a “hooklike” grasp that allows the handle to easily rotate from feather to square on every stroke”



THE QUESTION Do the different motions require different protection?

    OUTSIDE HAND   
PLACEMENT:                          At the top of the handle at the thinner part (32-39mm width)
JOB:                                     Controls the height of the blade as it moves in and out of the water
HAND POSITION:                   Loose fist, no gripping, applies pressure to bring blade out of the water.   
ACTION:                                Wrist stays straight and hand does not move.  The handle spins inside the hand.

                          INSIDE HAND
PLACEMENT:                    Two hand widths away from the outer hand on the wider part of the handle (30-46mm)
JOB:                                Responsible for feathering, rotating the blade from horizontal over the water and vertical through it.
HAND POSITION:              Tighter fist and firmer grip on the handle to turn the blade.  
ACTION:                           Wrist moves down and up to rotate the blade in a rolling motion.



RESEARCH METHOD Where does the hand interface with the handle?

MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION CHALK DUST:     

white 
WOOD DOWELS:                        

1  1/2” width by 48” length, 2” width by 48” width                                         
                             

PROCESS
1: Apply chalk dust to dowels

2: Test each hand separately as both outside and inside hand position on 
different width dowels 

3:  Each hand performs the rowing action 

                          INSIDE HAND
PLACEMENT:                    Two hand widths away from the outer hand on the wider part of the handle (30-46mm)
JOB:                                Responsible for feathering, rotating the blade from horizontal over the water and vertical through it.
HAND POSITION:              Tighter fist and firmer grip on the handle to turn the blade.  
ACTION:                           Wrist moves down and up to rotate the blade in a rolling motion.

ANALYZE
Instructional demonstration of rowing action by Juliet Hochman, 

1988 Olympian.  (Demo used a shovel as oar was not available) Testing will 
look at if the oar handle contacts different parts of 

the hand because of the different motions they perform.



FINDINGS Two hands, two jobs, two different gloves

TESTING OUTSIDE HAND
No contact at the center of the palm.

Protection required on top pads of hand.
Also the palm side of the fingers and the 
webbing between thumb and first finger.

TESTING INSIDE HAND
Some contact at the palm on the thumb pad and outer edge.

Protection required on the fingers and top pads of palm.
The thumb and webbing showed contact.

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3



ANALYSIS Darkest areas require the most protection

INSIDE HAND OUTSIDE HAND

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3



features & benefits Gloves for elite rowers to protect hands

ATHLETIC AESTHETIC
Designed with the elite athlete in mind.  

The product will feature clean, minimal style lines 
that will protect but not hinder hand mobility.

GRIP & SLIP
Two different hands doing two different jobs requires

the inside hand to grip to rotate the blade and the outer hand to 
slip as the handle spins in the palm without catching.

MATERIAL MAPPING
To not take away from the hand feel on the oar a 
minimal amount of material will be used and only 

where it is absolutely necessary.

FAMILIAR FUNCTIONALITY
The product’s function and design is driven by taping 

techniques already used by rowers but will be easier to 
apply as well as staying put in wet conditions.



IDEATION Sketching  based off testing analysis

SLIP
Sketching gloves with 
contact points for the 

outside hand

GRIP
Sketching gloves with 

protection for the
inside hand



PROTOTYPING Minimal,  modern silhouette



TECH DRAWING Silhouette construction & seam callouts

top stitch thumb strap to palm

1/8” lapped seams

1/8” lapped seams
1/8” lapped seam

1/8” closed seam

suede side at right hand 
pointer finger panel for 
more traction

1/8” closed 
seam

2 velcro straps 
at closure

1 velcro strap 
at closure

gusset at pointer and middle finger webbing

3/8” finger
straps

3/8” finger straps

OUTSIDE HAND
Minimal coverage will not hinder hand feel on the oar,

while providing protection on the top portion of the palm
and fingers as the oar slips inside the hand.

INSIDE HAND
Suede provides traction at the pointer finger and 

thumb to assist with grip on the handle as the hand rotates
the oar.  More coverage is needed on the thumb, pointer and palm.

3/8” finger
straps



final prototype Two hands, two jobs, two different gloves



SLIP & GRIP Gloves for elite rowers for protecting the hands 



















THE RALLY Serving A Modern Twist to Tennis



THE PROBLEM

It’s time consuming and frustrating 
to constantly chase and retrieve balls

to keep the game going.

It’s uncomfortable, unflattering as well
as cumbersome to put extra balls

in pockets, which is the current practice.

Update the current method of holding extra balls



INTERSECTION Modern architecture inspires form 

The most prominant feature of the Galilee Building 
is the twisted structure that bridges the two

main buildings, the “concrete veil”.

The facade of the buildings is covered with tightly
spaced horizontal slats that gives the exterior a ridged 

texture and striated pattern.

The lines wrapping around the building
is both organic and curved and mechanical and
linear creating a sweeping modern aesthetic.



Ideation Paper forms will inform sport & function

Diagonal folds combined with vertical ones produce sweeping lines to soften sharp, linear, geometric shapes.
Pleating and folding breaks up an otherwise smooth surface into many, creating texture.

Cutting up planes into strips  resulted in forms that were light and airy.



PROTYPING Recreate the form in fabric

PROTO 1:
Neoprene doesn’t provide enough structure.

PROTO 2:
Still not enough stiffness provided by foam.

PROTO 3:
2 layers of nonwoven material bonded.



INtent Features and Benefits

DESIGN WITH A TWIST
A laser cut & twisted design inspired by the Galilee Building
evokes the rotating, sweeping, swinging motions of tennis,

giving the bag a modern, cutting edge look.

LINEAR STRUCTURE
Inspired by the Galilee’s facade & the pleats

of a tennis skirt, the bag’s linear straps give structure &
allow for balls to be easily stored and removed.

STURDY MATERIALS
Just like a building requires strong stable support to 
maintain its form, this bag will use firm but flexible
bonded synthetic leather for stability & durability.



THE SOLUTION Technical Drawings

5/8” wide bonded faux leather 
strips 

Hexagon base with perfo-
ration sewn to strips with 
lock stich on heavy duty 
machine with walking foot

Side view on Body

Bonded faux leather 
flared platform for elastic 
attachment, sandwich 
elastic inside

Neon green bartacks
1” wide flat elastic belt

1” wide plastic side squeeze buckle
CF closure at waist1” wide plastic slider for adjustment



THE RALLY A bag inspired by architecture



SERVING A MODERN TWIST TO TENNIS
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